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Fr. 352 $1 1891 Treasury Note PMG Gem
Uncirculated 65 EPQ.
As the 65 EPQ grade would imply, this is a
very nice example of an 1891 Treasury note.
In decades past, these had been referred to as
Coin Notes due to the bold declaration on the
front indicating they are payable "IN COIN."
Over the years, that term has faded from

usage and the notes are now more accurately referred to as Treasury
Notes.

Fr. 1087 $100 1914 Federal Reserve Note
PCGS Extremely Fine 40.
A deceptively scarce $100 FRN with only 51
examples listed in the census. Just three very
light folds are found on this bright, well margined
piece that has the initial look of a New note within
its holder.From the Craig Forrest Collection

Cut Sheet of Four Fr. 237 $1 1923 Silver Certificates Choice
New.
Anicely margined quartet of SilverAces that exhibit great color
and plenty of natural paper wave.

Fr. 911b $10 1914 Federal Reserve Note PCGS
ChoiceAbout New 58PPQ.
An appealing bright example of this scarcer "b"
variety that is fully inked and fully framed. Any
grade limiting factor is not readily discernable
through the holder of this pretty New York $10.

Czechoslovakia Thereseinstadt Concentration
Camp 1; 2; 5; 10; 20; 50; 100 Kronen 1.1.1943
Feller CZ 650-56 Campbell 4111-4117 Schwan-
Boling 701-707.
About Uncirculated or Better. (Total: 7 notes)
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Charles Pickney Jr. Signature South Carolina
April 10, 1778 2s 6d PCGS Gem New
66PPQ.
A "Ch. Pinckney Junior" signature is found on
this note. PCGS has graded three other
examples at this level, with just one finer.
PMG's statistics reveal that they have not

graded a single example equal or higher. Pinckney, Jr. was a signer of the
United States Constitution, a governor of South Carolina, a United States
senator, and a member of the House of Representatives. He was also a first
cousin once removed of fellow signer of the Constitution, Charles Cotesworth
Pinckney.

Notre Dame, IN- University Bank / University of
Notre Dame $1 186_ Remainder Schingoethe
IN550-1
There are college notes and then there are
college notes. Surprisingly, the University of
Notre Dame issued a number of different notes
during the 1860s as part of their business
department programs. Wildly popular with

collectors due to the popularity of Notre Dame. PMG Very Fine 30 with
evidence of previous mounting on the back noted.

Fr. 321 $20 1891 Silver Certificate PMG Very Fine
30.
PMG has accurately mentioned, "Minor Repairs"
on this otherwise well margined mid grade scarce
twenty dollar silver certificate type, though they
have not net graded the note. The repairs appear
to be closing of a few small edge splits and are not

of much consequence. Quite a number of these have sold in the last decade
all grouped from a bit under to a bit over $2,000.

Fr. 1011b $20 1914 Federal Reserve Note PCGS
Very Fine 35PPQ. Lovely and wholly original with
large margins and very bright paper.
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I
try to add notes to my inventory that

would make a difference to even the best
collections. This note is part of a series I

have acquired that contain significant signers
from Colonial times. These include great
patriots, founders and politicians from the
early years of the United States of America.

This note from Virginia is no exception. It comes with a date of March
4th 1773 and denomination of £5. It is a raw note with a grade of VF,
its serial number is 5/041 and contains the signature of John Blair and
Tayton Randolf. The reverse is blank and has endorsements from John
Brown and
John Blair was a founder , Patriot and signer of the United States
Constitution. This note is well worth having in a super collection. (VA-

70)

.Robert Carter.

,

Obsolete - Niles Michigan, Bank of Niles $5.
Grade: VF + B 60, MI-300, G-8. A nice and
pretty note showing an early train in the vignette

Large Silver CertificateFr. 263 $5 1886 Silver
Certificate. Raw Fine

Gary, NB of America, 11094 Fr. 632 $10
1902ND Grade: Ch. AU A seldom seen large
size note that is 1 of 21 known. None are as
lovely as this with its broad margins and
excellent paper quality. The signatures are
faded

Pennsylvania October 1, 1773 15sAbout New.
Acrackling fresh note with a horizontal fold.

Fr. 871a $5 1914 Federal Reserve Note PMG
Choice Uncirculated 64. Even though this
note has a mention of Minor foreign
substance.Its bright bold colors and lack of bends
or folds makes it a worthy note.

Confederate Fiscal Document - Tremmel SC-
41 Interim Depositary Receipt -Charleston, SC
For the purchase of $300 in stock. Apr. 1, 1864
Crisp Uncirculated. The top margin is rough, as if
this IDR were torn rather than cut from its
sheet.

Fr. 1200 $50 US Large Gold Certificate PMG Vf35.
Outstanding bright and vibrant colors on back. This is an
ideal Ch VF to put into your collection. Its presentation
changes those of much higher grades with the abscence
of soil and wear marks.

Bahamas Government 11e 1 Pound L. 1936
Grade: Ch. VF 35 King George VI; prefix
A/7. WBG terms this "Ch. VF 35".

National - Plymouth, IN - $5 1902 Plain Back Fr.
604 The First NB of Marshall County Ch. #
(M)2119
Fine-Very Fine.

Fr. 357 $2 1891 Treasury Note PMG Choice
Extremely Fine 45 EPQ.
PMG comments "Exceptional Paper Quality, Great
Embossing" and they are right on the money on this
bright and barely circulated $2 Treasury Note.
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